A wider context for gene trap mutagenesis.
Gene trapping is a technology originally developed for the simultaneous identification and mutation of genes by random integration in embryonic stem (ES) cells. While gene trapping was developed before efficient and high-throughput gene targeting, a significant proportion of the publically available mutant ES cell lines and mice were generated through a number of large-scale gene trapping initiatives. Moreover, elements of gene trap vectors continue to be incorporated into gene targeting vectors as a means to increase the efficiency of homologous recombination. Here, we review the current state of gene trapping technology and the applications of specific types of gene trap vector. As a component of this analysis, we consider the behavior of specific vector types both from the perspective of their application and how they can inform our annotation of the mammalian transcriptome. We consider the utility of gene trap vectors as tools for cell-based expression analysis, targeted screening in embryonic differentiation, and for use in cell lines derived from different lineages.